
Being quick to respond has always been 
a market niche for Perth-based transport 
and logistics provider, Combined 
Logistics, and a strength that continues to 
underpin the company’s expansion today.  

The family-owned business services the 
mining, oil and gas, construction and civil 
industries in regional and metropolitan 
Western Australia as well as interstate, 
providing a range of transport, logistics  
and project management solutions.

It can arrange complete door-to-door 
logistics including coastal shipping and 
saving on freight forwarding from wharf to 
depots, however it also offers a consultancy 
to freight forwarding clients. As well as 
general freight, it handles machinery, 
transportable buildings, containers and 
heavy and over-dimensional freight.

Managing director Darren Byrom says  
the company’s services to the mining 
industry are once again trending upwards, 
with strong activity particularly in the 
Goldfields region.

“You can always judge the trend by how 
much steel is coming into the wharf – and it’s 
currently a lot,” he says.

As a specialised transport and logistics 
provider, Combined Logistics has a 
comprehensive trailing fleet including tilt 
trays, floats, drop decks with ramps, flat top 
trailers and tilt-semis.

“There’s not much that we can’t get our 
hands on,” Byrom says.

The company’s largest haul was a 
400-tonne absorber column that took six 
months to arrange, to only be transported 
five kilometres.

The business has nine trucks and almost 
half of the fleet are Kenworth prime movers, 
which continues a long-term relationship 
with local distributor CJD Trucks.

Byrom recalls his earlier truck driving 
days moving equipment in the CJD yard and 
he continues to transport machines for the 
company today, including from the wharf to 
its premises in South Guildford.

He has been purchasing Kenworth trucks 

from around 2009, adding up to about 10 
rigs since then. Today the business has an 
older T401 model that has clocked-up many 
kilometres and is being rebuilt, a T908, K200 
and a new T610 model.

Powered by the Cummins X15 Euro V 
engine, the T610 offers up to 600hp (447kW)
and features a new, enhanced cabin that 
delivers the ultimate driver experience. 

Its state-of-the-art collision avoidance 
technology also monitors road and  
traffic conditions constantly to prevent  
and protect drivers from potentially 
hazardous situations.

The K200 cab-over provides exceptional 
productivity by hauling bigger loads with 
greater ease and efficiency.

Byrom says as a specialised business, 
Combined Logistics requires specialised 
trucks and staff to handle their various 
operations.

“Our trucks and our staff have to have a 
different skill set,” he says.

“We go into some of the worst areas and 
conditions in the country. To a mine site  
near Kalgoorlie, it can take 20 hours to travel 
300 kilometres.

“We have to have the truck and the gear 
to handle the constant vibration. The 

A specialised business like Combined Logistics needs 
specialised trucks . That’s why MD Darren Byrom has been 
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Kenworth trucks hold up to it and that’s why 
we keep buying the product.

“Our drivers are also extremely well 
trained and are very good,” he says.

“They may have to drive at 6-7 kilometres 
per hour for 20 hours, go to bed and get up 
and do it again.”

Byrom says the back-up service and 
support for the Kenworth fleet from CJD 
Trucks is excellent.

“They are a sensational company to deal 
with – and easy,” he says.

“We get very good service. They recognise 
my voice now and if I have any particular 
problems, I can talk to Brian (Firth, general 
manager) quickly.

“They also handle some of the major 
servicing and any breakdowns external  
to here.

“Every time we have needed something 
desperately, they have sorted it out to get  
us going.

“With our old 2003 truck, we called (CJD) 
Port Hedland and they were still able to 
go out to it near Newman and fix it – they 
attended to it immediately.”

Byrom says the Kenworth trucks, 
renowned for their dependability, also hold 
their value better.  

Tough

Combined Logistics’  
new Kenworth T610 and 
a trailing 100-tonne float 

loaded and ready to 
head out of its Perth-

based facility

Combined Logistics 
managing Director 
Darren Byrom  shows 
the new, enhanced cabin 
with the Kenworth T610 
that delivers the ultimate 
driver experience
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